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We constructed variational wave functions, with correct asymptotic behaviour, for

the ground state of shallow acceptors in Ge and Si, utilizing the spherical tensor

representation of the effective mass hamiltonian of Baldereschi and Lipari (1973),

at uniaxial stress, X, resulting from the application of B tensile or compressive

force along the [001] orientation (respectively X<0 or X>0). Energies of the compo-

nents of the ground state, computed variationally, account very well for the X-

induced displacements of the binding energies and the stress splitting of shallow

acceptors in both Ge and Si, at X>D (no data for X<Q are available). The wave func-

tions were further used for computing the stress variation of resistivity, p(X) for

hopping conduction involving single transitions between the stress-split components

of the ground acceptor state, within the framework of percolation theory. Graphic

representation of the critical surfaces for percolation, and their evolution with

X are provided. Our calculations account adequately for p(X) in Ge samples with

low acceptor concentration for both X<0 and X>0. However, they account only qualita-

tively for the p(X) data available for Si (X>0 Only), probably because of a

larger chemical shift of the acceptor ground state in Si and its possible varia-

tion with X. At larger acceptor concentrations p(X) decreases, at large X, much

stronger than predicted for both Ge and Si. We attribute this discrepancy to the in-

crease of the contribution to electron transport of multiple hopping transitions at

large X values.
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1, Introduction

the study of KL; j.i. ance

The series of papers to which belongs this study of stress effects on acceptors in Ge

and Si and on impurity conduction in p-type Ge and Si, was initiated by f,H. Pollak

(1965) with his work nn the effect of uniaxial compression on impurity conduction

in p-type Ge. He reported, amongst other experimental findings, a variation of resis-

tivity, p, in the hopping conduction regime with uniaxial compression resulting

from the force, F, applied along a <100> orientation (henceforth, we shall denote

r.tresa resulting from F | | [100] by X). The functionp (X) was found to be non-mono-

tonic; it first increased by a factor of 2-5 and then decreased by several orders

of magnitude (exact numbers depending of the temperature, T, and on the impurity

concentration, N ) . Pollak (1965} explained the decrease of p at high X by utilizing

the effective mass equation in the infinite stress limit, i.e. when the valence

bands are sufficiently split by stress so that only the one with the higher energy

is of importance for transport. This band possesses a simple spheroidal geometry

(cyclotron resonance studies were then available that confirmed that notion) and

the effective mass equation at X-*<= could be solved variationally and gave a value

for the acceptor binding energy that was much smaller than that at X = D. This was

consistent with direct measurements of the acceptor ionization energy by Hall (1962),

and explained the increase of the spatial extent of the acceptor wave functions

at large X and, consequently, the decrease of p with increasing compression. The

other feature of the p(X) function, its initial increase with X, remained, however

unexplained.

Subsequently H.F. Staunton studied, together with F.H. Pollak, the stress effect

on impurity conduction in p-type Si, (see Staunton and Pollak 1967 and Staunton,

Thesis, 1970) and found a very similar behaviour of p(X).

As not even a qualitative explanation of a number of experimental facts that

they established, could then be given, the bulk of the data collected by Pollak

and Staunton has not been published.

and magnetoresistance of hopping conduction in p-type Ge, performed at Riverside,

that was later reported by Chroboczek, Fritzsche, Jiang, Pollak and Wild (1981),

(henceforth to be referred to as CFJPW, which contains references to earlier pu-

blications of the Riverside group and other works relevant to the present study).

The former work of Pollak (1965) on stress effects on p-type Ge has been extended

by CFJPUI into the region of tensile forces and additionally magnetic fields

B || [100] up to 8T were used in conjunction with stress. As more experimental

data became available an attempt was made to construct a model that would account

for the p(X,B) variation. The model utilized a very simplified representation of

the acceptor ground state wave functions by assuming that the wave functions are

in the form of two ellipsoids of revolution; one oblate and one oblong in relation

to the stress axis. The states are linearly displaced by stress in the energy in

such a way that for compressive stress (positive X) the oblong ellipsoid was above

the other, and under tensile stress (negative X) the opposite occured. At B = 0,

p [X) was roughly symmetric around X = 0, however, the peak inp(X) was wiped out

at a sufficiently high magnetic field for X > 0, whereas for X < 0 the peak was

increased. The use of the magnetic field proved, as it turned out later, crucial

for the development of the model since the effect of B on p(X) was related to the

much stronger effect of a magnetic field on the oblate component of the acceptor

wave function, thus breaking the symmetry of the system. The model of piezoresis-

tance and magnetoresistance in stressed Ge accounted qualitatively for the beha-

viour of p(X,B) and, in particular, for the variation of the activation energy

for hopping with X. These calculations involved percolation theory treatment (nota

bene, p-type Ge provided one of the first examples of correctness of percolation

approach to impurity conduction, cf. Pollak 1972). Recently the same model has been

used to explain piezoresistance measurements in p-type Si. These results, together

with a percolation theory treatment of impurity conduction in 5i have been recent-
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ly reported by Chroboczek, Pollak and Staunton (to be published, the paper will be

henceforth referred to as CPS).

ihjR work attempts to provide quantitative account for the piezoresistivity data

in p-typc Ge and p-type Si, In the previous work the wave functions have been

modelled by the ellipsoids of revolution, as discussed above, or the use of formerly

known variational functions has been made (Schechter 1962, Kaczmarek 1966, Mendel-

son and 5chultz 1969) however, the latter had been used,in principle, in order

to demonstrate that the symmetry properties of the acceptor wave functions in Ge

and Si are compatible with the two ellipsoid model. The direct application of these

functions to the evaluation of the hopping rate between impurity centers in dilute

samples was not possible since this required the knowledge of the wave functions

at large distances from the impurity center and, as is known, the variational func-

tions model that region very poorly.

In order to construct the acceptor wave functions that possess not only the cor-

rect symmetry properties, but also the correct asymptotic behaviour at any value-

of stress, including zero, we used the following procedure: 1) we solved variational-

ly the effective mass equation,which included appropriate stress-dependent terms,

using the spherical tensor representation Df the hamiltonian (Baldereschi and Lipari

1973) and assumed the trial functions to have a form of a series of exponential

functions that allows for the variation of the decay constant of the total wave

function with the distance from the impurity center, r (we are thankful to Alfonso

Baldereschi for pointing this out to us); 2) The variational calculation with these

wave functions was subsequently solved and a set of energy values for each component

of the acceptor ground state was obtained; 3) The hamiltonian used in step 1 was

subsequently rewritten neglecting the terms small in the r-,cn limit, and its eigen-

functions were found with the energies determined in step 2; A) The variatianal

calculation was then repeated with trial wave functions that were constructed in

such a way so that their asymptotic behaviour was exactly like of those

obtained in step 3.

The wave functions obtained following the above procedure have not only the sym-

metry properties compatible with the tetragonal symmetry of the stressed crystal

but also possessed correct asymptotic behaviour. It was found that the energies

obtained in the variational procedure involving these wave functions were very close

to these obtained with the trial wave functions constructed without restricting their

behaviour at r^«.The decay constant of the wave functions was, by construction, a

function oft. In the region of small r and in the regions of large r the wave func-

tions behave as if they were simple exponential functions with the Bohr radii dif-

fering in respective regions by a factor of two, the one closer to the impurity

center being smaller. This explains why papers dealing with the metal non-metal tran-

sition in p-type Ge and Si normally quote the Bohr radius about half that determined

by workers studying the impurity conduction in more dilute samples. We feel that

reconciling these two facts is one of the salients points of this work-

Finally, we have used the set of acceptor wave functions with correct asymptotic

behaviour in calculations of transition rates for hopping conduction and of the

variation of resistivity with uniaxial stress. This part of the calculation was

done in an approximate way and a percolation model previously used for p-type Ge was

applied. Theory accounted quite satisfactorily for the p(X) dependence in Ge, however

for Si the agreement is generally poorer; the calculated variation being much weaker

than that observed. A possible explanation of thi3 might be related to the large

chemical shift for the ground state of the acceptor impurity in Si, expansion of

the wave function should affect this quantity particularly strongly at large values

of X. Since we have used, throughout the entire work, the effective mass approxi-

mation, this effect has been totally disregarded. Finally, as Pollak and Knotek

(1977) argue, correlated hopping transitions become important when overlap becomes

significant. Again the percolation treatment that we use does not allow for multiple
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hopping transitions. As the latter lowers the activation energy for hopping, at

higher values of stress and in less dilute samples the calculated resistivity should

be lower if that effect were included.

Inspite of the existence of a number of experimental studies of the effect of a mag-

netic field on impurity conduction in p-type semiconductors, very little has been

done on the theory of these phenomena. Not without a reason, we realise that in-

cluding the B-dependent terms in the hamiltonian renders the problem extremely

difficult to handle. Perhaps, the effect of a magnetic field on p-type samples sub-

jected to very high stresses should be studied first, since the system of wave func-

tions to be dealt with is significantly simplified.

( x - f i y ) i
= 'At [(x + t V) i-22L1] 0)

and for the T-, state,

2. Haroiltonian for acceptor in uniaxially deformed crystal

Germanium and silicon crystallize in the diamond structure with the space group

D. . The top of the valence band is at the r point of the Brillouin zone. The valence

band states near k = 0 are, in the absence of the spin-orbit (5-0) interaction,

6-fold degenerate and they transform according to the T1,,- representation of the

0. group. The 5-0 interaction splits the valence band into two, one of which is

4-fold degenerate and transforms according to the Tt representation of thu double

group 0 " the other is 2-fold degenerate and transforms according to the i-, re-

presentation of the 0 group (further representations will be denoted as e.g.:

T-. (0 ) }. In Ge the value of the 5-D splitting (henceforth denoted by A) is much

larger than the acceptor binding energy, whereas in 31 these two values are compara-

ble in magnitude. (The material and other constants usnd in this work are listed

in Table I). Calculations of the energies and the wave functions of the ground •_,f;-itf-

• f the acceptor in Si must., therefore, involve six valence band stste-3 (',!" irn! "i":,

while the calculations rancerniny Ge can be restricted to the ft imn<; ct sis--'.- 1 !'in

Bloch wave functions of the !"* states arc,

= '/VT I Y) It
(2)

where t snd I denote the 1/2 spinor with, respectively, projections + 1/2 and

- 1/2 on the z axis. The functions X, V, and Z transform, upon the symmetry ope-

rations of 0 , like the p , p , and p orbitals, excluding inversion, with respect

to which they are even, (in the D, group inversion is associated with the fractio-

nal translation.} The functions |3/2, m>, |l/Z, m> transform like the eigenfunctions

of the rjnguJar momentum operators J' snd j with the eigenvalues, respectively j =

3/2. 1/2 and j^ = m.

We computed tne energies and the visve functions using the effective mass approxi-

mation (LutHnger srd Kohn 19^5 and LutLinrjei. 1956). Hamiltonian of a hole, in the

notation of Ldttinqer P.9if.) artd BnltV'reschi and Lipari (1973) is,

ft PZ ~&fr f>; (T1 - % Vs)
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In the basis involving solely the rtTwave functions (the case of Ge) the hamil-

tonian assumes the form,
— — S X-

< •

(3b)

The values of the Luttinger (1956) constants (YI,Y2 ,end yi) are listed in Table I;

S, I, and J are the angular momentum operators with the eigenvalues equal, respecti-

vely to 1/2, 1 and 3/2.

Perturbation, introduced by the application of uniaxial stress, within the linear

approximation (only terms linear in the components, e, of the deformation tensor

are retained) is given by the operator of Pikus and Bir (1959), (see also Suzuki

and Hensel 1974 and taude et al. 1971). This operator has the form,

t

In the basis of the T_ functions it assumes the form*o

(4a)

(4b)

where a, b, and d are the deformation potential constants.

For the force applied along one of the L 001] oriental.!on? i:if nniy •-ir,n->.-]r.-i hi

tr7 of the deformation t̂ risrir 3re,

where S and 5 1 2 are the acoustic compliance constants. Dperator (4a) then assumes

the form,

(5a)

and the operator (4b),

T
(5b)

In what follows we shall disregard the term a(5,, + 2S^,)X as it shifta solely the

zero of the energy scale.

Stress resulting from the application of Y \ \ [001] lowers the symmetry of the

crystal from cubic to tetragonal and the point group 0 changes into D.. . The

rR(0, ) representation is reducible in the new symmetry group and is split into two

irreducible representations I\-(D ) and ^(D^. ). Consequently, the top of the ua-

lence band splits into two 2-fold degenerate bands. The representation is ^(0. )

compatible with the representation r,(D ). The top of the S-0 split-off band re-

mains degenerate (stress does not remove Kramer's degeneracy). The splitting

of the I'Q band at small values of stress is
o

(Fur more details gtiuut the stress splitting of the valence band see CPSJ

In i-nrthor i .;U'iJli.iti.:ric we -.:--ijrl npLTSLrr1.; n i w n Ly O-p, (5) where, for the case

r;i ;•;•••. '-.'.-if. i•!-'•';[•* ipf t:-- V-ti : i ^ ' i : - o f T sliit-y-: :i;: (• ,1 K i g h e r s t a t e s h a s b e u n i n c l u -

W « M « - *?•••
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ded by adding two operators which, respectively, contain terms ̂  and£S/£>.At large

values of X they give significant, contributions to energy. Their form, according

to Suzuki and Hensel (1974), for the force applied along the [001] orientation is,

find

where

The hamiltonian describing the motion of a hole in the field of a negatively charged

acceptor center also contains a coulombic term that we take to have the form,

where e(r} is the dielectric function of fiesta (1977), which describes the screening

of the coulomb center. e(r) has the following properties:

\ J for K B

and for r> R

(Constants q, R, and ta are given in Table I)

The full hamiltonians for a hole bound to the acceptor center in Si and Ge are,

respectively,

(6aJ

and

< 6 b l

Throughout the calculations we used the effective units of energy and length,

which are, respectively,

and
(L9 ^ • D >

We also used the spherical tensor representation of the hamiltonians, using the

following definitions:

and

Hence, for Si, the hamiltonian C6a) assumes the form,

and, for Ge,

( 7 b )
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where

+ 4-(57̂

state splits into two, 2-fold degenerate states. They transform according to represen-

tations r6(D2d) and I^CD^j). We calculated the energies of these states using the

variational method with the trial wave functions of the following form,

(B)

where Ij, j > are the Bloch wave functions given by Eqs, (1) and (2). The envelope

wave functions f, .. (r) | Jt, m> contain the spherical harmonics 11, m> and the ra-

dial wave functions f. .. (r). Since the envelope wave functions possess non-vani-

shing amplitude at the origin, Eq. (B) should contain the 1=0 harmonics. Hamiltoni-

ans (7a) and (7b) are invariant upon inversion although the symmetry group of the

surroundings of the impurity center does not possess the inversion element. Conse-

quently, the functions (8) contain only the even- Jltecms. Calculations of this work

have been restricted to JtO and £=2, in order to keep the cost of the computations

at a reasonable level. The general form of the trial wave functions allowed by the

symmetry, restricted to Jl=Q and 2 was found by projection operators.

The trial wave functions constructed this way have the following form:

7. Variational calculations of energies and wave functions of the ground state

components as a function of uniaxial stress.

The symmetry group of the surroundings of the substitutional impurity center in

the diamond-type lattice does not contain inversion; it is the symmetry group of

a tetrahedron (T ,) . The wave functions of the ground state transform according to

the irreducible representation ?„ of a double group T ., which is compatible with

the I*!i(0h) representation, according to which transform the Bloch wave functions

at the top of the valence band. Stress resulting from the application of force along

a <001> orientation lowers the symmetry of the impurity surroundings and the symmetry
• - 3 J . . 1 ,

group changes from T . to D_ . as does the top of the valence band, the acceptor ground

Functions transforming according to

the T,(0^ ,) representation

Functions transforming according to

the r ,(D_ .)representation
1 id

f

•"•''• .•«)>• '|D' » •"' "• •"



The partners for each of these functions in the respective bases are their Kramers

conjugate wave functions, that we shall number, respectively, aa F and F .

In calculations of the ground state energies and their wave functions of the acceptor

in Si, we used the set of trial wave functions given by Eq. (9), whereas the calcu-

lations concerning Ge were restricted to functions from the r D maximum of the valence

a

band (six first terms in Eq. (9)).

Each of the rad ia l functions f . ( r ) was expanded into the series of exponential

funct ions,
H

where the coefficients <j. formed a geometric series,

= 2.

, C O I * L j

. where Y. (n) means an appropriate product of | l,m> and JjTj >•

Similarly as did Baldereschi and Lipari (1973) and Pertzsch and Rossler (1978) the

matrix elements of the radial operator,

were computed utilizing the technique of reduced matrix elements (Edmonds 1960).

The radial hamiltoniah has the general form,

The values of cu and q were chosen by trial and error to give a minimum value of

the variational energy. For Ge n=10 was used and the values q=2 and 1/OL r 800 A

were selected to be optimal. In computations for Si n was selected to be 4 (in order

to reduce the computation costs, since former experiences with Ge showed that values

of n bigger that 4 do not significantly lower the variational energy). The values

of q and 1/ a. used for Si were, then, respectively 2 and 26 A,

The radial wave functions appearing together with the spherical harmonics of the

second order should vanish at the origin, otherwise the wave functions' amplitude

there would depend on orientation. We have not, however, requested this additionally,

since the condition for f.(o) = 0 was found to be satisfied automatical]j with suf-

ficiently good accuracy.

The expectation value of energy, t, is,

1;M =
(10)

The coefficients A, B, C, D, and V are, for all i and j, real,owing to an appropriate

choice of the basis of the Bloch functions and the trial wave functions. For fixed

values of n, q, and a,, the energy E and the norm of the trial wave functions are

bilinear in c. .,

"let

where

Since nil the H. ... elements and al1 t:v- '. •:• ^s in the expression for the norm of

t ^e wave f u n c t i o n are r e a l , we seek r ;"

pr r fnr ined •••urvnr.o :.j.y, wa-i runducted f ' -r

a.1 thf? g rc in t ; stutr-- energy r,n the VElur:

o i ficients c... The variational procedure,

. . ,L=raJ values of stress. Ihe dependence

tresK as shown in Tigs.l and 2, respec-
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tively, for Ge and Si, together with experimental data points obtained From measure-

ments of the activation energy e, of impurity conduction (identified with the ioni-

zatinn energy) and the photocurrent threshold energy. For Ge, thee , were that of

Hall (1962) and the photocurrent data of Kazanskii et al. (1977). The data points

depend slightly on the species of impurities used, however theory accounts adequate-

ly for the observed displacement of the ground state energy with stress (note the

decrease of the binding energy with X) and also for the ground state energy in the

undeformed crystal (data from Haller and Hansen 1974). Present work gives the values

of the ground state energy lower than that obtained previously by Buczko et al.

(19B0) at all values of stress and account better for the experimental data. For Si (B)

the dependence of the ground state energy (I"7 state) accounts adequately for the

variation of t, with stress (data from Staunton 1972 and CPS), and the displacement

of the photocurrent threshold energy (Chroboczek and Strobel, unpublished).

Note that variational procedure gives the same

energies of the I\ and L states at X=0, as expected, moreover the coefficients

c,. assume at X=0 values such that the wave functions (9) transform according to

the Fn(T .) representation. The moat general form of the wave functions of that
• o

symmetry can be found in the paper by Mendelson and Schultz (1969). At X=0 the values

of the acceptor ground state energies that we obtained were 10.2 meV for Ge and

41.5 meV for Si. Experimental values of the ground state energies of several acceptors

in Ge and Si are given in Table II, for comparison. For Si comparison between theory

and experiment is reasonable only for the B impurity, since the chemical shift for

B is the smallest. For small values of X it is often assumed that the stress splitting

of the valence band edge <i and the acceptor ground state o are linear functions

oT X. We determined the values of the ratio d/o' to be, 0.^3 for Cs and 0.77'J far

Si in good agreement with the VEIURS determined Siy fiir and Pikus '.1.972; -;.'"::.i • •' n'

by B u c z k o s t a l . ( 1 9 8 0 ) a n d f r o m s p e c t r o s c o p i c JTiLas^rfii.vritr". i; i' '>" - • -JII'.; •••PT-

(1970).

Comparison of the theoretical curve with the data obtained from the photoconduc-

tivity measurements in Ge of Kazanskii et al. (1977) and in Si (Chroboczek and

Strobel, unpublished) should be treated with caution, since as Thomas et al. (1980)

demonstrated the absorption threshold depends on the concentration of impurity atoms,

and the displacement of the threshold for the photocurrent may have two reasons:

the displacement of the ground state with stress and the change of overlap with

the stress. In Si the latter effect is probably much weaker than in Ge, since the

wave functions do not expand significantly with X (see Section 4 for details). Never-

theless this problem should be studied separately.

4. Variational wave functions with correct asymptotic behaviour.

The variational wave functions discussed in the previous section account ade-

quately for the energies of the acceptor states and their displacement with stress.

However, their radial dependence is probably correct only in the vicinity of the

origin, since the largest contribution to the energy of the state comes from that

region. Consequently, the variational calculation reflects primarily the form of

the wave functions near the impurity center. Similarly to the wave functions cal-

culated previously by Buczko et al. (19B0) these obtained so far cannot be used

for interpretation of experiments involving overlap of wave functions at large dis-

tances from impurities e.g. hopping in dilute samples . We shall therefore seek

variational solutions that, in addition to yielding correct energy values, have

correct behaviour at large distances from the impurity center (correct asymptotic

behaviour). Asymptotic solutions can be found if, for a given value of strBSs, the

energies of the 1̂. and r_ states are known. Buczko et al. (1980) have demonstrated
that at least two of such solutions exist for each state, however the solutions

qivnn only ir. ^iurie^ of high syuiM::

nn r* . :-.;: y, . a\y -> T II-.-F : -,,- i-,ith \..

n f c h , - v. . - , * • • ! i . • : L - i n ) • • : . - • ':'••? t t ; i .

i d , mh • u.isry L-jiih v .

'should be pointed out that the know-

c i tn t for the purpose of interpre-

'"••ir.tributinn of the asymptotic

-ii.'i i s , f i r s t , Eiiiail, and
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The next step in these calculations leads to establishing a cundition

for a correct asymptotic (i. e. for r-^00) behaviour of the trial wave functions

given by Eq. (9). Subsequently the trial wave functions will be constructed which

authentically satisfy the condition for the correct asymptotic behaviour. In principle,

Liii; condition assures a fixed composition of a wave function, i.e. the contribu-

tion of the asymptote and the central part in the total wave function, separately

for every value of stress. A procedure used here is a generalized version of that

used previously by Janiszewski and Suffezynski (1981) in calculations of the accep-

tor states in undeformed Ge, in the spherical hamiltonian approximation (Baldereschi

and Lipari 1973).

w —

and

In the r-*™ limit several terms in the radial hamiltonian can be disregarded,

and the hamiltonian is reduced to,

which yields the following equation for the asymptotic radial functions:

0

Using the notation,

* ) f jfl=

and denoting by X. the i-th eigenvalue of the matrix A' and by v..the j-th compo-

nent of the i-th eigenvector of A', we can write the solution of Eq. (11) in the

form of a series of exponential functions,

The functions f. (r) have the asymptotic properties of the series of exponen-

tial functions, given in Eq. (12), and the number of terms in (12) is equal to the

number of the radial functions used {i.e. 6 for Ge and 9 for Si).

The trial wave function can now be written as.f

(13)

The radial wave functions g-(r) were constructed as before in a form of series of

exponentials,

K

The constants a., form a geometric series with a step q. In order to assure a correct

asymptotic behaviour (Eq. (12) satisfied^ was used as the smallest a., in the series.

The value of n and the step of the geometric series have been determined by trial

and error; the values that we used were, for Ge: n = 10 and q = 1.5 and for Si;

n = 4 and q - 2. The energies obtained from the variational calculation with trial

wave functions given by Eq. (13) differed at the most, by 1 % from those obtained



using the method of the preceding Section. Table III lists the values of the asymp-

totic Bohr radii 1/B,. for several values of X. For Ge, at X=0 only two series of a. .

do not vanish; they give the radial functions g. corresponding to the largest and

the smallest value of ĝ . The radial wave functions given by these solutions correspond

to the "light hole" and the "heavy hole" solutions discussed in the paper by

Oanis?ewski and Suffczynski (1981). The present solutions are, however, more precise,

since they were obtained without neglecting the cubic terms in the effective mass

hamiltonian. The functions transform according to the Fg(T ) representation.For Si

at XsD, there are 6 non-vanishing coefficients in g, functions (cf. Tablelll).

Figures 3 - 1 0 (for Ge) and Figs. 11 and 12 (for Si) show plats obtained for

several values of stress by intersecting the |F(r)| - const, surfaces with the

(100) plane; the value of the constant for each line was chosen to be e-times smal-

ler than for its predecessor. Consequently, the distance between two consecutive

lines gives the local exponential decay constant ("local Bohr radius") in units of

the drawing (A). The first contour line corresponds to the |F(r)| being e-times

smaller than at the origin. The dashed lines represent the contour for the r,(D, .)
o Zd

functions and the solid lines that for the I"7(D-d) functions (each representing

two functions). As Figs. 3-10 demonstrate the wave functions of the r,

symmetry at any value of stress, including zero, have different anisotropy from

the wave functions of the I"7 symmetry; the contour lines of the I\ functions are

flattened in the z-direction, whereas the contour lines for the r7 functions are

more extended in the direction of the axis z. In previous work (for example

CF3PW or by Pollak 1965) the wave functions were assumed to have the form

of ellipsoids of revolution, respectively oblate and oblong for the functions T,

a

and r-7. As we see this assumption was perfectly justified. The contour lines also pos-

sess a smaller anisotropy in the plane perpendicular to the orientation of stress.

This anisotropy is less significant than previously reported by Buczko et al. (1980),

perhaps if terms with S. - A were used in the trial wave functions the agreement

with the previous work would be better. However, the anisotropy reported in the

(100) plane, in this work and that reported previously is qualitatively the same;

it is related to the anisotropy of the constant energy surfaces for the valence

bands T and T, near k = 0.
b 1

The contour lines for the same value of |F(r)| move further away from the ori-

gin when stress is increased. This effect is related to the decrease of the ioni-

zation energy of the ground state discussed in the former Section, The effect exists

both in Ge and Si, and is often referred to as the effect of the wave function "swel-

ling" with increasing stress. For Ge,the bigger of the 1/6, parameters that determines

the behaviour of the wave function at large distances, increases with X (in Si this

effect is almost non-existent).

In order to discuss the behaviour of the wave function with r it is instructive

to use the concept of the "local Bohr radius", that we shall denote by a*,

(note that for f(r) - exp (-r/a), a* = a).

Figures 13 and 14 show, respectively for Ge and Si, the variation of a* with

the distance from the impurity center, r , increasing along the [001] orien-

tation, for the function X-.. As Fig, 13 and 14 demonstrate (see also relevant contour

plots) the wave functions decay with r much more quickly in the immediate vicinity

of the impurity center than farther away. The existence of the significant difference

in the local Bohr radius closer to and farther from the impurity center has been

suggested in several papers (for Ge see Buczko et al. 1980, Janiazewski et al. 19B0;

for Si CSP). Table IV gives the values of the Bohr radius for Ga in Ge and B in

Si, obtained from experiment. Q_* is obtained from Hott'a criterion, relating

the concentration of impurities N at which the metal non-metal transition takes

place and the value of the Bohr radius,

(14)
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a*hoD *s 0Dtained from the dependence of the resistivity upon Lmpurity concentra-

tion, N, in dilute samples, where hopping conduction is known to predominate. Accor-

ding to the percolation theory arguments (see e.g. Pike and 5eager 1974 and Shklovskii

and Efros 1979) resistivity, 0^, for hopping conduction is,

l / 3 ) , (15)

where p_, is a slowly varying function of N and a is a numerical constant, equal to 1.73.

As Table IV demonstrates the values of a* and a*. are significantly different.

The value of a*u is much closer to the Bohr radius obtained in the variational

work of Schechter (1962), whereas a* corresponds to the asymptotic solution dis-

cussed above. Note that for the metal non-metal transition the impurities are sepa-

rated, on the average, by the distance of about 36 A in Si and by about 13U S in

Ge. At these separations from the impurity center the decay constant of the acceptor

wave functions (see Fitp.13 and 14) that we obtained are very close to a* . Also

for sufficiently large separations between impurities the decay constant of the

wave functions of this work is close to a* . Comparison with the experiment, in

the latter case, should be done with caution. The samples used should have sufficient-

ly large inter-impurity separations (low enough concentration) to prevent multiple,

or correlated hopping transitions, since in that region resistivity and impurity

concentration are not expressible through Eq. (15). For Si the comparison cart be

made for r>>78 % and for Ge for r^360 S.

5. Evaluation of the stress dependence of hopping conduction

The wave functions and their energies determined in the previous sections will now

be used for evaluating the stress dependence of hopping conduction. The com-

putations of this section were done for the concentrations of impurities and for

temperatures used in experiments described by CfJWF for Ce and by

CPS for Si, We use in this section gome results of percnSstion thenrv in random

lattices (see e.g. Pike and Seager 1974 or Shklovskji and Efrnr. 197q. for review.).

In particular we use the expression relating the impurity concentration and the

critical transition probability Y c, such that for a transition probability Yij
<Y[,

percolation does not occur. This expression as formulated by Shklovskii(1977) and

Shklovskii and Efrus (1979) reads,

M - Bc , (16)

where \l is the volume inside of the surface given by the equation Y, -(r) = y ;
c J

B being a constant whose value has been established numerically, B p means the number

of bonds connected to a site at percolation. We use the value 2.7 for B^, as deter-

mined by Pike and Seayer (1974) for percolating spheres. It is not certain whether

the use of B ; 2.7 is justified for surfaces of constant transition probability

as complicated as those described in the former section. However, numerical results

of Skal and Shklovskii (1973) demonstrate that the value of B^ is practically the

same far numerous convex surfaces, and close to that for the spheres. They also

demonstrated that almost the same value of B^ is obtained for a surface as compli-

cated as that of a donor in Ge (four intersecting ellipsoides of revolution). The

use of B = 2.7 is, therefore, quite reasonable for the ground acceptor states,

since the surfaces of constant transition probability are convex for all X>0 and

for X<0 possess a small concave area near the [OQlJ axis (details later in this

section).

For non-degenerate states the intrinsic transition rate for an electron hopping

from a full, i, to an empty, j, state, according io Miller and Abrahams (I960) is,

I I^X/I. „ . c -\ AT? (17)

.-jhcrc s is the v-jlocity of sound; V the crystal volume, and q the wave vector of

the phtinnn which supplies the energy difference e for the transition between the

•:t -,(.(-•:-• i ; : r n 1
;, ! he matrix elerr.rnt 'oi the transition involving the vector

•I.-.. 'Miller and Abraham i':>i. i: thai.,

,^nV'z (IB)n ;]/<£
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where n(q) is the probability that the phonon with the vector q is absorbed {for

phonon emission this term is replaced by n(q) + 1). I. . represents the resonance

energy, related to the overlap integral. The proportionality constant in Eq. (18)

contains several material constants, including the deformation potential constant.

We assumed that the latter does not depend on X, since this theory is linear in X.

The overlap integrals were not evaluated exactly, since the cost of such computa-

tions was prohibitive. Therefore, we evaluated the resonance energy as a quantity

proportional to the product of the impurity wave functions centered at r. and r.,

at the position half-way between them, R = (?. - r.)/2, then

t^ ( -£) . (19)

where %m is the envelope function associated with the m-th Bloch state.

Using Eqs. (17-19) we obtain the fallowing expression,

where the energy E can assume values positive for absorption or negative, for

emission. When e, . - 0 the second factor in Eq. (20) equals kT. Finally, in evalua-

ting Y;;i °ne should take into account degeneracy of the states involved in the

transition, and allow for transitions between states of different symmetry (e.g.

f6, F^). Also, appropriate population numbers for the states should be introduced

f; • being the probability that state i is occupied and state j empty. When the

splitting, 6, of the Y and V^ components of the ground state is comparable with

kT the following two probability functions are of importance:

- f;;> the probability that the lowest state of the i-th acceptor is occupied

and that the acceptor j is empty,

- f. ., the probability that the upper state of the i-th acceptor is occupied

and that the acceptor j is empty ,

f. . = exp { - 5 /kT) f. . and f. . is evaluated in the appendix.

State F, is represented by the functions F and F and state r_ by the func-

tions F^ and F (cf. Eq. (9); they all possess radial functions calculated follo-

wing the procedure described in the Former Section. Let us denote by I. . the reso-

(k)
nance energy evaluated according to Eq. (19) invoK ,.ng the F functions centered

at the i-th acceptor and the F functions centered at the j-th acceptor. Let,

At X = 0, the transition probability in question will be evaluated according to

the following expression which ia a generalized version of Eq. (20)',

At 5^kT arid X>0, ^ ^ £,*̂ | ^

The four possible transitions between the components of the acceptor ground state

are shown schematically in Fig. 15,

Derivation of v. . for X<0 is straightforward.

For sufficiently large values of 6 appropriate terms in Eq. (21) can be disre-

garded. The term whose contribution in y. . remains significant describes transitions

between the ground states of both impurities. For X>0 it is the first term in Eq.(21)

describing transitions between the T states of the acceptor. For X<0 the second

term in Eq. [21) remains; it describes the transitions between the T^ states of

the acceptor, bince the Functions F , F and F , F are Kramers conjugates of

each other, the number of independent terms in Eq. (21) is significantly reduced,

according to the relationships,
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Vr.nrding to Eq. (19) components of I. . vanish identically if the transition in-

volves states that are Kramers-conjugates of each other. In addition, as it could

be directly verified, the overlap integral between these states vanishes.

The activation energy for happing conduction is determined by the net energy

difference between the initial state and the final state of the members of the criti-

cal pair.

In calculations of the activation energy e.. in Ge (all samples had compensation

K, equal to 0.40) we made use of results of Efros et al. (1979). They have determined,

by numerical methods, the density of states (DDS) function for the pseudo-ground

state of a system of impurity states, with Coulomb interactions between electrons

explicitly included in the hamiltonian. DDS is then composed of two distinct peaks

separated by the Fermi energy, V, where the DOS function is zero. The peaks are

symmetrically shifted by amounts + 0.8 e N /e_ from u. We shall now assume that

the occupied state lies somewhere near the maximum of DOS for the full states and

the final, unoccupied state, is near the other maximum of DOS, thus

Since, as Efros et al. (1979) demonstrated a hopping transition from an occupied

site i to an unoccupied state j entails e Coulomb excitation, since the transition

leaves the i-th state empty. The energy of the j-th acceptor is, therefore lowered

by an amount e /r. ,e . The difference between energies of the system before and

after the transition is then :

In calculations of the activation energy in Si a different approach was assumed

since the samples discussed by CPS had small compensation (evaluated to be of the

order of a few percent and not known exactly). For K 1 the peak of empty states

is much smaller than the peak of occupied states and the Coulomb gap becomes an

insignificant detail in the tail of the DOS function. It seemed therefore, more

reliable to use in the further calculations experimental values of the activation

energy for hopping, Ey The values of £, that we finally used had been established

by CPS from the temperature variation of p at X = 0. For the two samples whose concen-

trations were sufficiently low to assure dominance of pair hopping conduction the

values of Ej, according to CPS, were 4.44 raeU (sample with 1.09 x 10 B/cm3) and

5.93 meV (sample with 2.78 x 10 1 7 B/cm3).

Finally, the critical values for percolation y were found numerically according

to Eq. (16). For a given value of X critical surfaces Y(r) = y were found. Sections

of these surfaces with the (010) plane are shown in Figs. 16-23. For X>0 the shape

of the critical surfaces resemble very closely oblong ellipsoids of revolution.

The surfaces are more elongated in the [lOCl] plane, the bigger is X. Note that at

X = 0 the critical surface is an almost perfect sphere. For X<0 the surfaces re-

semble oblate ellipsoids of revolution, with a small convex region near the [100]

axis.

Since the critical surfaces are strongly anisotropic at sufficiently large X,

conductivity should also be anisotropic. This effect, for spheroidal surfaces, has

been discussed by Shklovskii (1977). Note that in both experimental studies to which

we refer (CFJPU and CPS) the longitudinal piezoreaistivity effect was studied (cur-

rent passed in the direction of applied force). If p' denotes resistivity determined

by Y (an isotropic quantity) then the longitudinal resistivity, P , according

to Shklovskii (1977), is,

/>« « (V^ 4 /V' (22)
where a and b are semiaxes of the ellipsoid of revolution (by which we approximate

the critical surfaces for percolation) oriented, respectively, along and perpendi-

cular to the applied force direction.
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The coefficient G = (a/b) wanes with X. It takes the following values for Rome

values of stress used in the discussed experiments:

Ge £i

X = 6 x ID8 Pa G = 0.64 X = 15 x 108 Pa G = D.79

X ; - 2 x ID8 Pa G = 1.66

At > -• n G = 1, as expected, in both Ge and Si.

6. Comparison with experiment

As has already been mentioned the computations of this work were conducted

for values of X and T, that had been used in studies on piezoresistance effects

in Ge and Si, as reported by CFJPW and by CP5. We have also restricted the discus-

sion to impurity concentrations and temperatures at which hopping conduction is

known to predominate. The following concentrations, N, and corresponding temperatures

{indicated at the right of N) were finally selected for comparison with this theory:

Ge

T = 1.54K, 2.81K, 4.2K

T - 1.53K, Z.Z7K, 4.19K

T = 1.72K, 4.18K

N = 1.2 x 10 1 3 cm"3

N = 4.7 x 10 1 5 cm*3

H - 4.0 x 1Q 1 6 cm"3

Si.

17N = 1.0.9 x 10

N = 2.78 x 10 1 7 cm63

T = 10K

T = 10K

Figures 24 and 25 show the variation of p with X for the Ge samples and the

temperatures listed above, and Fig, 26 shows p (X) for the Si samples; p is de-

fined by Eq. (22). Solid lines in Figs. 24-26 represent computed P Z_,00 functions,

while the dashed lines represent experimental data from the paper by CFJPW, Note

that the theory accounts adequately for the experimental data; the non-monotonic

variation of p is reproduced as well as the minimum of p (X) at X = 0 (Tig. 24),

No data are available at negative values of X large enough to demonstrate the exis-

tence of a maximum of the P (X) function, however as CFJPW pointed out p (X) be-

gins to saturate at the largest negative values of X reached in the experiment.

Note that the maxima of p both for X<0 and X>0 shift towards higher values of |x|

- 28 -

as T is increased, consistent with the modnl of CFJPW. Theory reproduces this effect,

although the shift is not as pronounced in the experimental data.

Both CFJPW and CP5 observed that most of the data on the dependence of p upon

X (or X and 8 in the former case) can be expressed it terms of the activation energy,

£,, and the preexponential function Pn-,, according to the formula,

both pn, and £- being functions of X (or X and B). However, CFJPW have noticed

that in the region where p(X) has a maximum Eq. (23) does not correctly describe

theP(T) variation, Equation(23) accounts satisfactorily for the data in that region

ifE is varied with T, which is not consistent with the usual definition of the

activation energy. However, in order to compare our results with the data, we cal-

culated the dependence E (X), using the values of p (X,T) displayed in Figs. 23

and 24, and the expression,

(24)

where T., and T. denote eBch of the three temperatures given in Figs. 23 and 24.

Figure 27 presents results of such analysis of the calculated results (solid lines)

and the experimental data (dashed lines) separately for two samples, at two pairs

of temperatures (marked in the drawing). Note that e^ (X), as defined by Eq. (24)^

exhibits a maximum at the value of X roughly half of that at which Q ^ (X) attains

maximum. CFJPW attributed this fact to activations from T to r states of the same
o i

acceptor, preceding the inner-impurity transition. When such activations are exclu-

ded at sufficiently large stresses, c, returns to the value it had at X = 0. This

trend is visible in the solid lines. However, the experimental data points follow

a trend descending quite steeply at high values of X. This has been attributed by

CFJPW to multiple, correlated hopping transitions that become significant when ouer-
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lap between the wave functions becomes large. This obviously takes place when the

wave functions "swell" at large X. Since the present theory does not include corre-

lations, the data cannot be accounted for at large values of X. The same applies

to samples having sufficiently large concentrations of impurities. Solid lines in

Figs. 28 and 29 show the function n (X) for a sample containing about 4 x ID Ga

atoms/cm . It is readily seen that theory does not account for the experimental

data nearly as well as it does for more dilute samples. The difference between the

experimental data (dashed line) and theory (solid line) increases as the temperature

is lowered. This serves as an indication that multiple hopping is responsible for

the discrepancy between experiment and theory. Correlated hopping has been broadly

discussed by Pollak and Knotek {1977) and the reader is advised to consult that

paper for details. A feature that is important for the present discussion follows

from an expression given by these authors relating the drop of the activation energy

for multiple hopping, - n , and the increase of the preexponential, by a factor given

by the n-multiple of the preexponentials obtained for the nearest-neighbour hopping

which is related to-y = exp(r /a ). The critical resistance in the correlated-hop-

ping regime is proportional to,

(25)

The data presented in Fig. 28 (T = 1.72K) are reasonably well accounted for by theo-

ry if the value of n within the peak region is equal to 3 and in the region of highest

stresses equal to 5, meaning, respectively, transitions of 3 and 5 holes at the same

time). Tor T = 4.18K (Fig. 29) the value of n 3 2 suffices for obtaining a reasonab-

ly good fit at the highest values of X. The number of holes executing simultaneously

a transition, therefore increases when temperature is lowered, as it follows from

F.q. (25).

Equation (25) implies a decrease of the activation energy by an amount n, which

Pnllak and Knotek (1977) attribute to the release of the Coulomb energy between

an electron executing a jump in one pair of impurities and an electron residing

on a neighbouring impurity pair. The dccreesn of the activation energy compensates

the increase of the preexponential in Eq. (25) and consequently, the multiple hop

ping mechanism becomes competitive with the pair hopping. Activation energy that

was calculated for the sample with the acceptor concentration equal to 4 x 10 cm' ,

assuming the pair hopping mechanism, is bigger than that obtained in the experiment

by a factor varying from 2 to 6(depending on T and X), in agreement with the cor-

related, multiple hopping mechanism.

Although the model involving excitations between the F and T states on the

same acceptor has been discussed in detail by CF3PW, it is worth mentioning seve-

ral of it's features, which we tested separately in the course of the numerical

work discussed in this paper. We shall discuss the X>0 case, when the ground state

of the acceptor has the F symmetry. The state F is shifted above the former by

an amount S. Let us denote the probability for the transition between the T states

of neighbouring impurities by f. .Y-, and that between the F states by f. .Y,. It has

been verified directly by separate numerical calculation that the probability of

the transition involving the V to V states (or I" to F ) is at least an order

of magnitude smaller than that involving the states of the same symmetry. The transi-

tion probability from the occupied to an empty acceptor is therefore approximately

equal to

(26)

where the functions f. . and f. , are obtained in the appendix and given by Elqs- (A.12)

•-riu i A . 1 T " . i h e ii:.we t h e f nrrrs,

U] - X e.rf {- S
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where fQ is independent of 5 (see Eq. (A14) of Appendix).

If Yfi were equal to y^ identically, then Y would be equal to y?f , as it follows

from Eq. (26) and the transition rate would remain unchanged, wether the states

r 6 a n d r 7 a r E spl-'t 0T n o t- However, as has been pointed out several times the

Y (r) - const, surfaces (defined in Section 5) for states Y, andr. have different

symmetries. It can be directly verified from plots of the critical surfaces given

in Figs. 15 - 23, that fDr h exceeding many times kl the factor expt-tf/kDy -may

he bigger thanY 7 for T lying near the (ODD plane. Thus transitions between pairs

of impurities lying near the (DD1) plane would involve activation to theYfi state,

since transitions between the T components would then have higher probability.

When stress is increased from 0 the transition probability between impurities

slowly decreases, due to the reduction of thR contribution of the split off states

(both \>0 and X<0). The form of the critical surface yc, spherical at X = • (some

cubic corrections are not visible in the cL-ale of the drawings) becomes gradually

more elongated for X>Q and more squashed at \<X>, i-.hen activation processes become

increasingly more difficult. Resistance gradually increases until the moment when

the activation processes are totally excluded. Then c should stay constant if the

functions mould not expand iwith X. The latter increases the transition probability,

causing p to drop, consequently p(X) function acquires a maximum. The maximum shifts

to higher values of X at higher T, since the activation processes continue being

of importance at larger values of X if T is higher.

If the transitions involving the T^ states alone would be present, at small but

finite X, the form of the critical surface, y , would be similar to that of constant

amplitude of the V functions, which as it follows from Figs. 3-10 is elongated

in the [ 001] orientation. However, the surface Y(r) = const, for small values of

stress is much closer to the sphere than the surface of a constant modulus of the

F^ function, indicating the contribution Df transitions involving the r, states

(functions more spread out in the (001) plane). This can be readily seen if Figs. 4

and 17 are compared. They give, respectively, contours of the constant modulus of

the T functions and the critical surface for percolation, both at D.4 x ID Pa,

where energy separation 6 between the two components of the acceptor ground state

is about 1.25 meV (S/k r 14-K). (For X = - 0.4 x 108 Pa, Figs. 8 and 21 should be

compared .)



8. Conclusions

We have discussed in this work a method of constructing the variational wave

functions of shallow acceptors in Ge and Si that possess correct behavicur at large

distances from the impurity centre. We have shown how these wave functions evolve

with the application of uniaxial stress and how the energies of states associated

mith these wave functions depend on the stress value. Although simpler variational

wave functions account reasonably well for the energies of acceptor states and their

stress variation, the wave functions that we proposed account much better for effects

directly related to their form: the piezoresistance of hopping conduction and the

dependence of resistivity upon the acceptor concentration, both depending critically

on the mean value of overlap of the impurity wave functions. The wave functions

that we propose explain the apparent paradox of two different estimates of the Bohr

radius of acceptor wave functions, at small and at large impurity concentrations.

This problem was discussed previously in several papers (see Section 4 ) , however

in this work we discuss the variation of the form of the wave functions with stress,

that for large acceptor concentration might prove useful for experiments involving

stress tuning of the metal non-metal transition. In the discussion of the low con-

centration region we show that this theory accounts quite satisfactorily for piezo-

resistance for hopping conduction in p-type Ge and Si, where the nearest-neighbour

transitions are dominant. At the onset of multiple hopping transitions our theory

ceases to be adequate and hence discrepancies between our estimates of piezoresis-

tance and the data at larger impurity concentrations.

Another indigenous fault of our theory is its restriction to the effective mass

approximation. This is particularly visible in the case of Si. We had restricted

the discussion to B-doped Si, since boron is known to have relatively small cen-

tral-cell correction to the ground state energy.

ping magnctoresistance is one of the examples), our work is probably the first

utilizing realistic wave functions, obtained directly in variational calculation.

We discussed restrictions of our approach in hope to provide incentive for future

work on percolation problems involving more complicated wave functions with, in

particular, concave regions.

Finally, once again we want to point out a need for more work on the distortion

of acceptor wave functions by the magnetic field and on magnetoresistance of hop-

ping conduction related to this effect, whose anisotropy and field dependence still

remain unexplained.
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9. Appendix

where « - \t ̂  - E . | , as before. Writing the expression n^t

straightforward. Now vi denotes the Fermi energy in the presence of stress. Let us

the states is

suppose that the position of the Fermi leuel \i is known in relation to e .We
o o

shall naw calculate the position of u in relation to e. and e . Let us further as-

sume for simplicity that E . = £ , as shown schematically in the drawing,

Below we derive several expressions for population functions of a system of sta-

tes with a given degeneracy, relevant to the problem of the shallow acceptor pair

sujected to uniaxial stress.

At X = 0 the r,, acceptor ground state is 4-fold degenerate. The probability of

finding 3 hole at a state of energy e is,

\ i + Jp
(A.I)

where u is the Fermi energy and& = 1/kT.

(4) 0)

For X £ 0, when the 2-fold degenerate I", and Vy components of the acceptor state

have respective energies ê ^ and e^, the probability of finding a hole on the state

whose energy is e., is

Let the function PQfe) denote the density of states (D05) function at X=0. At X^O

each state possesses its own DOS function, p(c,) andp(e_). Obviously,

where the two former DDS functions denote 2-fold degenerate states, and the latter

the 4-fold degenerate states.

Since the concentrations of the holes at X=D and XrO must be equal,

jpo(e) n.

Using Eqs. (AJ) - (A4) we obtain,
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The integrand in Eq. (A.5) vanishes if

~Ao + (A.6)

Thus the Fermi energy varies with independently of the form of p (e ). Equation

(A,2) assumes now the form,

and its counterpart for n_(O,

where

The probability f that the i-th acceptor is occupied jjnd that the j-th acceptor

is not, assuming no correlations in occupation probabilities of neighbouring accep-

tors ^and no Coulomb interaction between holes) is

where ê  and e. are the ground state energies of the i-th and the j-th acceptor,

respectively.

However, the ground state cnrrny of :i given accepi:.'- i : affect;.'.) b> o<:a ; -•,~.t i '•••

af the nei g h b o u r i n g acceptors. Let E and £.. dcntits tne energies of the i-L:i and

j-th acceptor for a certain distribution of electrons on neighbouring acceptor cen-

ters, and let us further assume that the i-th ̂ tate is occupied and the j-th state

is not. If now we put a ho]e on the j--th acceptor, the energy e . will increase by

2
e /e r.., the amount equal to the Coulomb interaction of the holes. Similarly if

a hole residing on the i-th acceptor is transferred to infinity, the ground state

energy of the j-th acceptor will decrease by e /z r. ..

Tor these reasons the partition functions that one has to find in order to es-

tablish the occupation probabilities will be modified by the Coulomb interactions.

Neglecting the effects of all other acceptors on the states of the acceptors forming

the pair in question, but including degeneracies of the states, and also allowing

for their stress splitting, one obtains the partition function, 1. ., for the set

of acceptor states localized on the i-th and j-th acceptor center, in the form,

.j - | -i- 2

g
-f

ui.l • " •.• "LhtGt. nrounti s t a t e o; 111^

J , '.r.-L i?r:uL.;pi.ed, J J now

(A.B)

is occupied and that the j - th

(A,9)
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Similarly, the probability that the split-off state of the i-th acceptor is occu-

pied, and the states of the j-th acceptor are not, is

t ]

With the aid of Eq. (A£) the expression (A.8) for Z . can be rewritten as,
.

2.. ̂ ~

The expression on the right hand side of Eq. (AJ1) is the partition function for

4-fold degenerate states that we shall denote by ZQ. Further Eqs. (A?) and

can be rewritten as follows:

and ,

For kT >? cT

that has previously been denoted as f .

(A;2)

(AJ.3)
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Table I

Some material constants and band structure constants of Ge and Si

used in calculations of this work

Constant
(units)

A
(eV)

Y l

\

S l l

(m2/N)

S12

(mZ/N2)

(p\l)
\ cu y

E
O

q
(i/S)

=1

value for Si

0.0441

4.22

0.39

1.44

7.62 x ID"12

-2.13 x ID"12

-2 .1

11.40

2.08

2.25

reference

a

a

a

a

b

b

f

f

f

value for Ge

0.29

13.25

4.25

5.69

9.79 x ID"12

-2.66 x 10"12

-2.4

15.36

2.04

2.47

reference

a

a

a

a

c

c

e

f

f

f

References: a) Lawaetz (1971); b) Hall (1967); c) Huntington (195B);
d) Laude et al. (1971); Balslev (1969); f) Resta (1977).
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10.57

10.90

11.07

11.74

45.71

70.18

74.05

156.90

Acceptor
Ge

E
(
m
e
V
)

(reference
 a
)

Si
E(meV)

(reference
 b
)

Table III
-1

Asymptotic Bohr radii B- for the radial wave functions of the ground state wave functions r, and ?-, at several

values of uniaxial stress applied along the [001] orientation
For Germanium

Stress (in 108 Pa)

- 2.0

- 1.0

- 0.4

0.

*• a.a

+ 1.0

+ z.o

+ 6.0

For Silicon

0 .

| . „..

Representation

h
r7

r6
r7

r6
r7

r 6 and r7

T6
F7

h
r 7

T6
r7

r 7

93.6

166.6

92.4

111.4

92.8

99.0

94.2

97.3

93.6

107.6

94.5

167.7

97.7

109.4

79.9

161.5

76.8

104.4

79.4

96.2

J>.7

"B4.7

91.1

95.0

88.9

145.3

89.0

95.7

70.8

148.6

72.4

100.9

75.1

84.8

81.8

77.9

91.9

78.8

143.3

79.4

81.4

41.9

67.1

46.0

72.5

48.6

75.1

51.7

70.5

53.0

63.3

52.4

54.4

36.7

38.2

48.1

42.0

48.8

44.5

47.4

47.4

44.5

48.6

42.0

47.6

38.2

28.1

28.8

34.7

31.4

55.0

32.8

34.4

34.3

32.8

34.8

31.4

33.9

28.9

21.2

r6 and r7

r 7

25 .9

24 .70

21.2/

23.36

1 6 .

2 0 .

4

78

14.0

13.33

11.3

11.74

10.0

9.33 8.35 7.89 6.97
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Table IV

Values of the impurity Bohr radii obtained from experiment

Impurity

B in Si

Ca in Ge

H

(10i7

70

1

cm"3)

(a)

(b)

a*

13

56

*

(d)

(d)

hop

(Jt>

21 (a)

87 (c)

s) CPS and Longo et al. (1959)
b) F.H. Pollak (1965)
c) M. Pollak (1972)
d) Calculated from Eq. (14) of text; N is the impurity con-

centration at which metal non-metal transition occurrs.

Figure Captions

Figure 1

f +

Germanium. Energies of the valence band edges (marked I", and T-.) and energies of the

acceptor ground state components (marked I" and r ) obtained by variational calcu-

lation (solid lines) compared with acceptor ground state binding energy (data points)

as a function of uniaxial stress X, resulting from the force applied along the [OQS

orientation. X-t) and )P 0 signify respectively, compressive stress and tensile stress.

The data points D (In) and A (Al) were obtained from the stress variation of the

Hall constant (Hall 1962) whereas the data points X (Al) and D ( B ) were obtained from

the stress variation of the photoconductivity threshold, respectively by Haller and

Hansen (1974) and by Kazanskii et al. (1977).

+ +
Silicon. Energies of the valence band edges 1^, T ̂  a nd the S-0 split r ? edge, together

with the energies of the components of the acceptor ground state, I1 and T^ as a

function of uniaxial compressive stress. The data points °,H were obtained from the

stress variation of the e energy of the B impurity (Staonton 1972 and CPS) and

the data points X were obtained from the stress displacement of the photoconductivity

threshold (Chroboczek and Strobel, unpublished)

Germanium, X r 0. The plot is a section with the (010) plane through a set of [F 'I =

corijt. surfaces, f'"' functions given by F_q. .9) of text. The snlid and dashed lines

cor rpsnunrl, r̂ 'jpe'.t.' ueiy, to the ?• and T, tivnmetries. The value of the constant far

'•••r-li lir.c i:-. •.• -'. i IT, ••':., nrsialler thdn t.h;j: ui >*i predecessor (the first 1/e times the

nrir.rl: uidt' (T L i\he or irjin). ConKc-quent ] v, ?i".f̂  ijisJ;;ince b e t w e e n two cons e c u t i v e lines

of a set g i v e s the exp o n e n t i a l dpcay paramptr-r of" the wave function that w e termed

the local Bohr radius.
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R
= •<- 0.4 x ID Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig. 3. Germanium, X - - 1 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig. 3.

Germanium, X : t 1 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig. 3.

Germanium, X s + 2 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig. 3. The

drawing shows the contours of the F functions alone, sinceF functions are no longer

involved in conduction. Noted the marked elongation of the surfaces along the

stress orientation.

n

Germanium, X - + 6 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig. 3. Note

that the surfaces are euen more elongated than those shown in Fig. 6 and that, at

larger distances from the impurity center, the surfaces acquire the peanut-like

shape.

Germanium, X = - 2 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig. 3. The

figure shows the contours of the I" functions alone, since the T-, functions are no

longer involved in transport (Tig. 6, is the counterpart of this figure at compres-

sive stress of the same absolute value). Note the pronounced spread of the contour

lines in the (001) plane. The |F | = const, surfaces at large distances from the

impurity center have the form of a puff squeezed in the middle.

Figure 11

Silicon, X = 0. The plot analogous to that presented in Fig. 3 for Ge (details ex-

plained in caption of Fig. 3). Note the contractraction of the scale of the drawing

as compared to Ge, indicating that the wave functions for Si decay faster than those

for Ge. Similarly as for Ge, the F contour lines (solid) are more elongated in the

[ 001] direction and the F contours extend further in the (001) plane than theirF7

counterparts.

Germanium, X = - D.4 x 10 Pa. This figure should be compared with Fig. 3 that pre-

sents the contour lines for compressive stress (see also description of details

in its caption). Note that for tensile stress the dashed lines (r symmetry) extend

further in the (001) plane than do the corresponding lines for compressive stress, or

for X = 0. The F functions, (solid lines) extend Further in the solid anglp close

to the [OOllorientatian.

Figure 12

p
Silicon, X = 15 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in Fig. 3. The figure shows the

contours of the V functions alone, since the V functions no more participate in

transport. Mote significant elongation of the contour lines in [OOIJ orientation, the

surfaces at larger distances from the impurity center possess almost perfect ellipso-

idal symmetry.

Figure 13

Germanium. Dependence of the local Bohr radius, a*(r) defined in Section 4 of text,

# * .»' *«



upon the distance r, from the impurity center, for the V-j wave functions at X =

6 x 108 Pa, X = 2 x ID6 Pa, and X = 0 (curves descend in that order). Note that

at r 50 A the value of a* is about twice smaller than at r 400 A. This feature has

bc^n confirmed by experiment (see text).

Silicon. Dependence of the local Bohr radius upon the distance from the impurity

center for the T? wave functions for X = 0 and X = 15 x 10 1 3 Pa. Note that a*(r)

increases by a factor of about 2.5 as r increases from 0 to about 100 A, and then

it saturates. This feature is consistent with experiment (see text).

Figure 16

Germanium, X ~ 0. The plot is a section with the (010) plane through a set of two

surfaces of constant percolation probability y(r) = Y c (see 5ection 5), computed

for X = 0 and Nfl = 1.2 x 10
1 3 era"3, T = 2.18 K (curve a); N = 4.7 x 1015cm"3, T -

2.27 K (curve b). Since both wave functions participate in transport the critical

surface is almost spherical. Note that the critical surface for lower concentration

encompasses larger volume, in order to contain 2.7 impurities, as required by Eq,
(16).

Figure 17

Germanium, X - 0.4 x 10 Pa. Plot similar to that presented in Fig. 16 (see its

caption for details). Note distinct elongation of the critical surface along the

stress orientation, indicating the increased participation of the functions of r,

symmetry in transport (Fig. 4 shows the contours of relevant wave functions).

Figure

Germanium, X = 1 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig, 16 .

Figure 19

Germanium, X : 2 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig.16 . Note

the pronounced elongation of the surface in [001] orientation. As Fig. 6 show? the

surfaces of constant percolation probability and constant amplitude of the wave

function (only P-functions participate in transport at this stress value) possess

identical symmetries.

Figure 20

Germanium, X - 6 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig.16 , Note

that the y(r) = y surface looks now like a peanut, (compare Fig.7 ).

Figure 21

n8Germanium, X = - 0.4 x ID Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig.16'.

Note that the y(r) - y surfaces reproduce the form of the r, functions, since they

are mainly involved in transport.

Germanium, X i - 1 x 10 Pa. Description of details as in caption of Fig.16 . Further

flattening of the surface and its more pronounced extension in the (001) plane clearly

visible. The surface reflects the symmetry of the r, functions solely, hence the

concave region near the [Q01] axis is very pronounced.

Figure 23

Germanium, X = - 2 x 10 Pa. Description of details given in caption of Fig. 16-.

The surface obtained for the highest stress reached in the experiment shows augmen-

tation of features already visible in Figs. 20-21. Comparison with Fig. 10 shows

similarity between the y(r) - Y c surfaces and the constant amplitude surfaces for

the F^ functions at this stress value.
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Figure 24

nium^ Dependence of the resistivity, p , upon uniaxial stress X | | [001] , cnm-

piiteci for impurity concentration, Nfl = 1.2 x 10 cm" , (solid lines). The dashed

line: show experimental results of Chroboc2ek et al. (1981). Temperatures for each

two curves marked in the drawing.

Figure 2S

Germanium, p (as a function of uniaxial compression for N. = 4 x 10 cm at T =
. 2Z "

1.72 K. Big discrepancy between experiment (dashed line) and theory (solid line)

is attributed to the appearence of multiple, correlated transitions, that become

particularly abundant at larger values of X where wave functions localized at seve-

ral impurities may strongly overlap.

Figure 25

Germanium. Plots analogous to those presented in Fig.24 , for N -4.7 x 10 cm" .

Temperatures used in computation and in the experiment for X^D differ slightly,

since the experimental data at X1 0 and S: 0 were taken in two separate runs, on two

different samples.

Figure 26

Silicon. Dependence of resistivity p upon uniaxial compression X| | [ 001] , computed

for two different concentrations of B impurities at T = 10 K. The dashed lines pre-

sent experimental data reported byCPS. Theory ac- -

counts for the general features of the experimental data, however, the quantitative

agreement is much less satisfactory than for Ge.

Germanium. Activation energy £ _ as a function of stress for N = 4.7 x 10 cm

(upper set of curves and data points markedV) and for N. = 1.2 x 10 cm (lower

set of curves and data points markedo). (Data points from Chroboczek et al. 1981).

Activation energies were found (both in theory and in the analysis of the experiment)

from resistivity P , taken at three different temperatures for each set of curves:

T,=1.53 K, T =2.27 K and T,=4.19 K for the upper set and T^l.54 K, T2=2.1B K, and

T-,=4.2 K for the lower set of curves.

Germanium. P as a function of uniaxial compression for the same sample as in Fig.

28, at higher temperature (4.18 K ) . Theory (solid line) accounts better for the

experimental data than at T = 1.72 K, since at higher temperature the lowering of

the activation energy einduced by multiple transitions has less effect on the total

conductance.

Schematic diagrams in the text

Fig. 15

Possible transitions between two acceptor centres whose ground states are

split by amount 6 with initial energy separations e^..

Appendix

Density of states for the ground state without and with deformation. Numbers in

parantheses denote degeneracy. £ 1 = zo chosen for convinience.
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